Tips & Tricks

How to grain-wrap a box
A mitered box looks best when the grain runs
uninterrupted around the corners. To perform
this trick, begin with stock that’s twice the
desired thickness of your finished wall, plus
1/4" or so for milling. Rip it to finished width,
and about 1/4" longer than the combined length
of 2 contiguous walls. Lay the walls out to
length in the order shown in the top drawing,
lettering the individual parts for reorientation
later. After resawing the stock, plane it to final
thickness, and then cut the pieces to length.
To lay out the miters, first swap the pieces as
shown in the top 2 drawings, which effectively
turns the blank inside-out. After cutting the
miters and joining the letter-matched ends,
one pair of diagonally opposed box corners
will exhibit continuous grain, and the opposite
corners will be book-matched. Nice!
—Geoffrey Noden, Trenton, New Jersey
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Step 1: Label edges, resaw,
then flop boards and mark miters.

Continuous grain

Step 2: Miter ends.
Join matching corners.

Book-matched grain

Book-matched grain

Continuous grain

Illustrations: Christopher Mills
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Steel wool dispenser
I use a lot of steel wool for rubbing out
finishes. Like many woodworkers, I buy
the stuff in rolls. Rather than stashing it in
a cabinet, I hang it from the ceiling joists
on a simple shop-made bracket screwed
together from wood scraps and a section of
old broom handle. It’s the easiest thing in
the world to simply pull down the amount
that I need, and trim it off with scissors.
—Howard Hirsch, Malvern, Pennsylvania

Ceiling joist

Bracket leg

Spacer

Dowel
Steel wool roll
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Magnetic drill press key

Epoxy rare-earth magnet
to rear end of chuck key.

I recently read a drill press review where the
writer complained that there was no place on
the machine to store the chuck key. If you have a
similar situation, do what I did when I got my drill
press: I epoxied a rare-earth magnet to the rear
end of my chuck key. That way, I can always find
it attached to the underside of the cast iron table
or other dedicated location. I don’t even have to
take my eye off the work to grab it or put it back.
—Richard Lewis, Port St. Lucie, Florida

Share a Slick Tip. Win Cash or a Prize!
Here’s your chance to help someone become a better
woodworker and get rewarded for the effort. The winner of
next issue’s Top Tip award will receive a Woodcraft Gift Card
worth $250. All others will receive $125 for a published
illustrated tip, or $75 for a non-illustrated tip. Published
tips become the property of Woodcraft Magazine.
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Send your ideas to:
Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft Magazine,
P.O. Box 7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020
-orvisit woodcraftmagazine.com, and click on “Contact”.
Important: Please include your phone number.
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Ripping knife-edge bevels
Ripping a knife-edge bevel of less
than 45° is challenging because
you can’t feed the board on-theflat since the blade won’t tilt that
far. Instead, you have to feed it on
its edge. Unfortunately, this can be
awkward and, because the work
exits the blade traveling on the knife
edge, it’s subject to damage. In these
cases, I use a thick, squarely dressed
carrier board to do the job safely and
securely. Although you can clamp the
workpiece to the carrier board, I prefer
the less cumbersome approach of
making the workpiece a bit oversized
in length, then screwing it to the
carrier board at both ends. Afterward,
I cut away the screw holes. ■
—Paul Anthony, senior editor
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Drive screw through waste
sections at ends of workpiece.
Workpiece
Carrier board
Rip fence

Knife edge travels safely
and undamaged past blade.
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